
ICS3U: Introduction to Computer Science Program Flow, Part 2

Program Flow, Part 2 Review
Write programs that accomplish each task. Use appropriate variable names and prompts for user input 
when necessary. Include a header (comments) for each program, consisting of your name, student 
number, date, and brief description of the program, like the example below. Be sure to check for valid 
user input.

# J. Garvin (123456)
# 2018-03-31
# Find the sum of an arbitrary number of positive integers (given by user).

1. Given three integers entered by the user, determine the maximum value without using the max 
function.

2. Generate three random positive integers between 1 and 10 inclusive, then determine whether any 
one of the numbers is the sum of the other two.

3. Edward Thatch (spelling debatable) was an English pirate in the late 17th and 18th centuries, but he 
was better known by the nickname “Blackbeard”. As captain of the Queen Anne’s Revenge, he was a
wild figure that seized ships and treasure through the use of his own personal image, rather than by
force alone. Write a program that generates a random pirate nickname by combining a colour and a
body part. Use a tuple containing at least five colours, and a second tuple containing at least five 
body parts. Unpack a colour and a body part from each tuple, then use them to form a single 
nickname like “Redhand” or “Greentoes”. Repeat generating a new nickname until the user 
indicates that s/he is happy with one.

4. Starting with a value of 10, create a series of terms that alternate between subtracting and adding a
random value between 1 and 10. Stop when the resulting sum is negative, and count the number of
values involved in the series. For example, your program might produce the following output:

10 – 7 + 2 – 1 + 2 – 8 = -2 (6 values)

5. Set the Target: Ask two users to each select a different random integer between 1 and 20 inclusive. 
The computer should then generate random integers between 1 and 20 until one of the following 
conditions is met:
• one of the two values is matched  the player who entered the value wins.→ the player who entered the value wins.
• 10 rounds have elapsed  nobody wins.→ the player who entered the value wins.
Display an appropriate message for either case.


